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Abstract

The ability to couple high-resolution specimen imaging with chemical state analysis allows problems in biology and medicine to be
approached in a novel and powerful way. Element specific chemical state analysis can be performed at tunable synchrotron X-ray sources
through core level absorption spectroscopy, and a number of methods have been developed to routinely use this technique at the
microscopic scale relevant to cellular phenomena. A diverse range of biological specimens has been studied in the MEPHISTO
spectromicroscope, and some results are discussed here. The examples are used to illustrate the ability of spectromicroscopy to obtain
certain specific results, such as semi-quantitative element detection, and chemical state elucidation or mapping. Essential practical
considerations are also emphasized, including sample preparation, the sensitivity of absorption spectroscopy, interferences between
elements, and the use of complementary sample analyses.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction dividual chemical species can be isolated and mapped. A
number of spectromicroscopes have been constructed and

The key characteristic of X-ray radiation emitted from applied to a wide range of organic specimens [5–7]. The
synchrotron sources is high brightness, which has placed MEPHISTO spectromicroscope was used for the experi-
X-ray diffraction techniques at the center of structural ments discussed here [8], and operates in a real-time
investigations of macromolecules [1]. In addition, the high imaging, total electron yield mode with an optimum lateral
spatial coherence of the synchrotron beam enables medical resolution of 20 nm [9].
radiology with phase contrast for a higher resolution than The relevance of this technique to the biological sci-
conventional sources [2]. The tuneability of the source ences stems from the combination of ultra-structural
means the structures of non crystalline materials can be imaging with chemical state analysis, especially for the
studied through X-ray absorption, as in the EXAFS physiological, low Z elements, which are hard to access
spectroscopy of metalloproteins [3]. For imaging, X-ray with electron microprobe techniques. Much anticipation
microscopes have a better theoretical resolution limit than surrounds efforts to image and perform microspectroscopy
optical wavelength equivalents, and are more penetrating on living cells, using sufficiently penetrating X-rays, but
and less damaging than electron microscopes [4]. The the major challenge here is to limit radiation damage. A
subject of this contribution is the combination of X-ray dose of 10 Gy is typically considered lethal, but may be
microscopy with soft X-ray absorption spectroscopy delivered in milliseconds by third generation synchrotrons
(henceforth called spectromicroscopy), using the ability to and beamlines. The dose constraints are less restrictive for
scan the X-ray energy, so that an elemental and chemical dry, fixed or frozen specimens, and biological specimens
analysis may be performed on microscopic areas. Thus, are stable enough to allow submicron differentiation of
using specific photon energies, the signal from an in- carbon species in DNA or protein [10], and quantitative

calcium mapping in bone [11]. An expanding area is the
environmental analysis of biofilms, water or rocks, where
spectromicroscopy offers the possibility of probing or-*Corresponding author. Tel.: 11-608-877-2000; fax: 11-608-877-
ganism-environment redox reactions [12]. Recent trials2001.
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ganic material at the surface of rock may be performed
with little specimen preparation.

The role of spectromicroscopy in medicine (to date,
exclusively basic medical research) is less developed. Two
active areas of research are within significant medical
fields. Firstly, spectromicroscopy [13], along with IR
microscopy [14] and nascent magnetic resonance (MR)
microscopies [15] have begun to study the complex issues
of neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer’s. All
three techniques are attempting to understand the location
and composition of the characteristic denatured protein
bundles that form in dementia. In a second example, the
microdistribution of drugs relevant to a novel therapy for
malignant brain tumor is uncovered by spectromicroscopy
of human brain tumor tissues [16,17]. Neutron capture

Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for performing spectromicroscopy withtherapy (NCT) aims to target a brain tumor with an isotope
MEPHISTO. The essential components are labeled in the diagram and

(boron-10, or potentially gadolinium-157) possessing a far described in the text.The electrostatic lenses which form a magnified,
higher capture cross section for thermal neutrons than focused electron image of the specimen are located in the body of the
other elements present in tissue [18,19]. If the NCT agent spectromicroscope. The synchrotron ring, the monochromator, the sample

and the interior of MEPHISTO are all in ultra high vacuum.is localized only in the tumor, and more specifically, in the
nuclei of tumor cells, macroscopic irradiation of the skull
with thermal neutrons will result in a localized radiotoxic mm), insulating samples. Tissue samples for trace element
effect that kills tumor cells, but spares normal tissue. detection are fixed in a paraformaldehyde vapor to avoid

We have studied the distribution and chemistry of boron analyte removal by washing, are subsequently embedded
and gadolinium based NCT agents in cultures of glioblas- in paraffin for sectioning 3–8 mm thick, and are ashed.
toma cells, and in sections of tumor tissues taken from Each tissue section destined for MEPHISTO analysis is
human patients administered an NCT drug prior to surgery paired with a serial section mounted on a glass slide for
for tumor resectioning. Successful experiments of this histological staining. Tissue and cells may also be embed-
nature must be able to firstly, detect trace elements in ded in epoxy for ultrathin sectioning, to allow MEPHISTO
organic matrices at high spatial resolution and secondly, analysis without ashing.
correlate this information to local cell or tissue histology.
We discuss these issues, additionally highlighting the need
for complementary specimen analyses, and show exem- 3. Results and discussion
plary results.

3.1. Understanding tissue histology in medical
specimens

2. Materials and methods
Local chemical analysis of a biological specimen by

A schematic view of the MEPHISTO spectromicroscope spectromicroscopy must be correlated with the histological
installed on a synchrotron ring is given in Fig. 1. The total examination. For the visible light microscope (VLM), this
yield of electrons emitted from the surface under X-ray can be deduced from morphological considerations, or by
illumination is proportional to the X-ray absorption coeffi- staining of differentiated cells, cell compartments or
cient, and hence an X-ray absorption spectrum is acquired architecture, or specific proteins. Immunohistochemical
by recording the emitted electron intensity from micro- stains based on the same principles have been demon-
scopic areas of the sample as a function of the photon strated for X-ray microscopes and spectromicroscopes
energy. A magnified photoelectron image of the specimen [23–25]. The disadvantage of such procedures are that
is formed by the electron optics of the spectromicroscope thorough washing steps are required in order to minimize
and projected onto a detector, converted into an optical the background stain, which will remove a soluble analyte
image at a phosphor screen, captured by a video camera that is not tightly bound to the tissue. Compared to the
linked to a PC and digitized. Cells analyzed in VLM, an X-ray spectromicroscope has the additional
MEPHISTO are fixed and dehydrated, and may be ana- capability to probe local composition and chemistry. For
lyzed with no further treatment [20], or ashed in a UV/ many experiments, the location of the nucleus is of prime
ozone environment [21] to remove carbon with no dis- importance, and we have demonstrated that the location of
placement of the remaining elements detected at .100 nm nuclei is revealed by mapping the phosphorus distribution.
resolution [22]. This process additionally thins the speci- The DNA bases are connected by phosphodiester linkages,
men, aiding analysis which is impossible on thick (.1 and hence the nucleus as a whole is phosphate rich, as
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smallest specimen area, A, that allows a spectrum to be
acquired with S /N5k, where k 5 5, can then be written,
after a few simplifying assumptions [30]:

22 12Ak m(hv) 10C
]]]]] ]]]]]]]]A $ 2 2 2[wET DC r t] N s (hv) [analyte /ppm]m C A

The analyte concentration is expressed here in parts per
million, as the ratio of the atomic densities of ana-
lyte:matrix, and t is the time taken for the measurement.
The detected signal strength varies with the partial photo-

Fig. 2. Phosphate (left) and sulfate (right) maps of ashed human absorption cross section, s(hv) of the specific analyte core
glioblastoma section. In both images, dark areas represent high element electron (e.g. Gd 3d), and m(hv) is the total linear
concentrations. The phosphate map reveals the distribution of phosphate

attenuation coefficient of the matrix. The factor T includesrich cell nuclei (one is marked by an arrow) as confirmed by histological
all contributions to the detection efficiency of the spec-analysis on serial sections (data not shown). Scale bar550 mm. The
tromicroscope.sulfur map, by comparison, shows no correlation with the nuclei, but

smaller sulfur rich spots (arrows) are observed. Consider the artificial situation of a uniform trace
concentration of gadolinium in an organic matrix: carbon

shown in Fig. 2 (left). On the right of this figure, the sulfur based epoxy. Taking the literature values for carbon
21map of the same tissue area shows, as expected, no (graphite) [31]: its density r 51.7 gcm , atomic massC

correlation with nuclei positions, although much smaller A 512 g, and the mass attenuation coefficient at 800 eV,C
3 2 21sulfur rich regions are also observed. These are tentatively m53310 cm g . At the 3d absorption edge of

attributed to areas of protein synthesis, associated with gadolinium, at 100 ppm concentration, and with empirical-
tightly packed intracellular membranes. There are many ly determined values for the remaining factors, the smallest
opportunities to further enable direct cell and cell compart- specimen area from which a good spectrum can be
ment identification by studying local element and chemical acquired with t510 s exposures per point on a second
state differences [11,26] and obtaining this information generation synchrotron such as the Synchrotron Radiation
with no extra sample preparation can be a significant Center of the University of Wisconsin-Madison, is a circle
improvement. This approach requires the spectromicro- of radius 3.2 mm. This value is reasonable, based on
scope to be installed on a beamline that can access strong experience with spectroscopy in MEPHISTO, although a
absorption edges of all relevant elements. well-calibrated, trace concentration test specimen against

which such estimates could be checked has not been
3.2. Trace element detection by X-ray absorption fabricated. For high analyte concentrations, the resolution
spectroscopy at which chemical information can be acquired approaches

the imaging limits of the electron optics.
The signal to noise (S /N) ratio of an analyte signal from In recent work, boron from a BNCT drug was detected

a microscopic specimen area depends on factors including in unashed, epoxy-embedded tissue at 80 ppm average
the local concentration, relative absorption cross section concentration, but from acquisition regions of minimum

2and the probed area. At high concentration, imaging that is area (50 mm) . X-ray absorption spectroscopy of boron in
based on chemical contrast may be performed at high tissue suffers strong interference from phosphorus, which
resolution (,80 nm) for which the performance is limited precludes the possibility of ashing to enhance the signal.
by the aberrations in the electron optics [27]. At very low Nevertheless, the chemical information obtained in the
analyte concentrations, such chemical imaging is limited absorption spectra, even at this low concentration, detected
by the requirement to obtain a acceptable S /N in an evidence of in vivo chemical modification to the BNCT
reasonable time [28]. Following a semi-empirical approach agent [16]. This was an unprecedented result, and relevant
[29], the photocurrent of secondary electrons emitted from to the therapy as its efficacy depends on the fate of the
a specimen surface per unit time can be approximated by BNCT agent in the tumor.
Y5w Em (hv)DC , where w is the incident flux density, The situation for a transmission geometry spectromic-o l m o

the photon energy E 5 hv, and m is the X-ray linear roscope is simpler, as the attenuation of X-rays follows thel

attenuation coefficient. D is an effective depth of the Beer–Lambert law, which allows local concentrations to
surface layer from which the electrons originate, related to be quantitatively calculated as long as accurate values of
the inelastic mean free path, and C is a material constant. the absorption cross section are available [32] and them

The product DC is fairly independent of energy, and sample thickness is known (see also [33]). However,m

provides a simple link between the theory of photoabsorp- transmission spectroscopy has the same high background
tion and the electron current measured experimentally. compared to the total yield mode, but without the signal
With absorption spectra containing statistical noise, the amplification associated with secondary electron emission,
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and hence is likely to be less sensitive. In addition, the
probed area cannot be adjusted when a microbeam is
employed; instead the sample thickness must be chosen
appropriately. Scanning X-ray fluorescence microprobe
analysis is by far the most sensitive technique at high
energies, because of the substantially lower background,
but the radiative yield from the lighter elements (Z,20) is
very low.

Before performing trace element detection in biological
specimens with spectromicroscopy, the bulk averaged
analyte concentration is routinely measured by inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES)
or mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). In two recent cases of
boron and gadolinium based drugs from NCT, adminis-
tered to human patients, the average concentrations were
80 ppm and 11 ppm respectively. The implication is that in
real medical experiments, the detection of trace elements
may be close to the detection limit of the technique, even if
the samples are ashed to enhance analyte concentration.
Thus, the results of spectromicroscopic analysis must be
verified against independent techniques, and must be
statistically proven, as discussed below.

3.3. Semi-quantitative multicell analyses

Fig. 3 shows a number of cells grown in a culture of Fig. 3. Maps of the calcium content of cultured glioblastoma cells (Ca is
shown dark) that have been analyzed in MEPHISTO to follow the uptakehuman glioblastoma cells, exposed to the potential GdNCT
of a gadolinium compound for Gadolinium Neutron Capture Therapy.[19] agent Gd-DTPA for 72 h, fixed and ashed, and viewed
Images from two equivalent cultures are shown following alternative

from the ‘top’ by the spectromicroscope. The individual preparation methods that allow analysis of entire cells (‘top view’) or
cells can be delineated by mapping physiologically present vertical thin sections of an individual cell (‘side view’). Spectroscopic
calcium. Each individual cell presents a strong gadolinium analysis of many cells revealed a statistically significant tendency for

gadolinium to be accumulated at a higher concentration in the nucleusspectrum, showing cellular uptake of Gd-DTPA. This
compared to cytoplasmic regions. Top image taken from [22].result was independently confirmed with Time of Flight

Secondary Ion Microscopy analysis of cells from the same
specimen. However, this conclusion was only given 4. Conclusions
statistical weight by performing serial analysis on hundreds
of cells [17]. Calcium mapping to delineate cells, plus the A number of exciting developments in X-ray imaging
acquisition of full screen gadolinium X-ray absorption include the tomographic reconstruction of three dimension-
‘movies’ (a stack of photoelectron images acquired at al information [34], and phase contrast imaging to bring
photon energies across the Gd M edge from which out structural details in specimens with poor absorption
spatially localized spectra can be extracted) is an efficient contrast [35], usually the case with biological specimens.
method of multicell analysis. These data are an essential While resolution in the transmission spectromicroscope
demonstration of Gd-DTPA uptake in vitro. Ongoing requires improved Fresnel Zone Plate fabrication technolo-
experiments are studying gadolinium uptake by human gy, abberation corrected electron optics may bring the
brain tumor tissue as the next step in evaluating this resolution of electron emission microscopes below 5 nm,
gadolinium based therapy. while additionally increasing the transmission efficiency

The lower image of Fig. 3 shows a cell from an [36]. Spectromicroscopes of all kinds have developed
equivalent culture, treated in parallel with the cells above, methods for the analysis of wet samples [37], as well as
but embedded in epoxy and sectioned 60 rim thick sample preparation techniques that limit specimen damage
‘vertically’ (i.e. normal to the substrate, producing a ‘side (in the X-ray beam, or prior) and allow analyses to be
view’) before ashing. High resolution calcium imaging complementary to conventional optical and electron mi-
showed small (,1 mm diameter) intracellular compart- croscopies. The field of X-ray spectromicroscopy is matur-
ments, a scale too small for Gd spectroscopy in this case. ing by both learning from these established microscopies,
Subcellular trace element detection without staining re- and by creative improvisation in the areas where it can
mains a challenging goal. make a unique contribution.
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